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ABSTRACT
A multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) is often found
in real-world optimization problem. Among various multiobjective optimization techniques, multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) is highlighted as a good candidate
due to its flexibility, feasibility, and its ability to handle
multiple solutions. Among various MOEAs, we analyze ²MOEA which can achieve good convergence and diversity
using ²-dominance. We compare ²-MOEA with controlled
elitist non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II)
which is currently one of the most popular and widely used
MOEAs and have showed reasonable performance in various applications. We compare two algorithms experimentally for popular and scalable test function DTLZ2 and its
modified version. The experimental results show that ²MOEA is better than NSGA-II in convergence and is comparable to NSGA-II in diversity.
1. INTRODUCTION
A multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) is an optimization problem which has a number of heterogenous and
conflicting objective functions [4]. Many real-world problems including DNA sequence optimization [11] belong to
multi-objective optimization problem. Recently, the multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) has been highlighted as a good candidate for MOP due to its characteristics such as flexibility, feasibility, and handling diverse objectives [4, 17].
Most classical methods which deal the multi-objective
optimization problem transformed multiple objectives to a
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trast, the classical methods can produce only one solution
at a time. Since the first real implementation of an MOEA
(vector evaluated GA or VEGA) suggested by Schaffer in
1984, various MOEAs have been suggested. But most of
these algorithms have two common design criteria: to find
solution set converged to optimal as close as possible and
to find diverse solution set [17]. In MOP, optimal solutions
refer to Pareto-optimal solutions which is a solution one of
whose objective value can be improved only by sacrificing
one or more other objective values.
For the first criteria (convergence), solutions are evaluated based on the domination concept. An individual x
dominates y if and only if x is better than or equal to y in all
objectives and is strictly better than y at least in one objectives. Among various methods, domination ranking [7, 8]
which counts the number of solutions a solution dominates,
domination count [15] which counts the number of solution
dominates a solution, and dominance depth [12] based on
the front a solution belongs to are generally used.
To obtain diverse solution set, kernel-based method [7],
nearest point method [16], and histogram method [9] are
used to determine the solution distribution over feasible space.
Kernel-based method and nearest point method estimate the
solution distribution by summation of distance function (kernel) values and distance between a solution and its nearest
solution respectively. Histogram method divides the solution space into boxes of constant size and utilizes the number of solutions in a box.
But, no single algorithm achieved the two criteria satisfactorily, because the design and evaluation of an MOEA is
itself a kind of MOP. An MOEA which is good at finding
diverse solutions tends to show poor convergence, and vice
versa. ²-multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (²-MOEA)
[10] is proposed to combine both criteria with the use of
²-domination concept and archive. By the introduction of
²-dominance, ²-MOEA can find diverse set of solutions effectively. And by keeping a separate archive, it can maintain optimal solutions found so far. We choose to analyze
²-MOEA for these reasons.
In this paper, we compared ²-MOEA with controlled elitist non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (controlled eli-
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Figure 1: The concept of dominance and ²-dominance. (a)
The usual dominance concept. The shaded area denotes the
area dominated by a solution A. (b) The ²-dominance concept. The shaded area denotes the area ²-dominated by A.
tist NSGA-II) [5]. This is a modified version of the previous
algorithm NSGA-II [3]. NSGA-II is one of the most popular MOEAs, and has shown reasonable performance in various applications. And the comparison of controlled elitist
NSGA-II and ²-MOEA might give insight for better MOEA.
In this paper, ²-MOEA is compared to the controlled elitist
NSGA-II on popular test function DTLZ2 [6] and its modified version.
Section 2 gives more detailed description of both algorithms: controlled elitist NSGA-II and ²-MOEA. Section 3
shows the experimental results and conclusions are drawn
in Section 4.
2. ²-MOEA

Figure 2: The ²-approximate Pareto-optimal set. The points
on the line are the Pareto-optimal non-dominated solutions.
And the points with arrow ²-dominate other points on the
line. They makes the ²-approximate Pareto-optimal set.

domly among the archive members. Then, an offspring is
produced from these parents and evaluated. The offspring
replaces an individual of the population dominated by it in
usual sense. If no individual in the population is dominated
by the offspring, it is simply discarded. If the offspring ²dominate one or more members of the archive, it replaces
the ²-dominated members. Or, it is added to the archive
if no archive member ²-dominates it and it ²-dominates no
archive member. Otherwise, the offspring is discarded. This
process is repeated until termination (see Fig. 3).

²-MOEA is a steady-state genetic algorithm which maintains an archive of non-dominated individuals found so far.
But unlike other MOEAs, it does not use dominance relation
By this way, the archive grows as the generation passes
when updating the archive. Instead, it uses the ²-dominance
and
is filled with ²-approximate Pareto-optimal solutions.
relation where its name comes from. In ²-dominance relaAnd
the archive members at termination are declared to be
tion, x ²-dominates y if the difference between x and y is
solutions
for the given problem.
greater than or equal to a certain amount ² in all objectives
and is strictly better than y by ² in at least one objective (see
Fig. 1).
The ²-dominance is introduced to maintain a representaPopulation
Archive
tive subset of non-dominated individuals. The ²-non-dominated
set is smaller than the usual non-dominated set, for the nondominated solutions which can be ²-dominated by others
are removed in ²-non-dominated set. And the minimum
distance between nearest solutions is guaranteed. Thus, by
maintaining the ²-non-dominated set of the population as an
archive, we may get a well-spread representative subset of
Pareto-optimal set called ²-approximate Pareto-optimal set
[10] (see Fig. 2). We can adjust the density of the approximate set by controlling the value of ².
At generation t, parents are chosen from the populaDomination
-domination
tion and the archive respectively. When selecting a parent from the population, the winner of tournament of size
Figure 3: The schematic diagram of ²-MOEA.
2 is selected. The parent from the archive is selected ran-

2.1. Controlled Elitist NSGA-II
The controlled elitist NSGA-II, introduced in [5] is based
on a genetic algorithm and uses dominance relation when
comparing two individuals. It was suggested as a modification of NSGA-II [3] to get better result by balancing exploration and exploitation. The main features of this algorithm
are the controllable elitism and explicit diversity-preserving
mechanism.
At generation t, after evaluation and recombination, the
united population Rt of the parent population Pt and the offspring population Qt is divided into several groups(fronts)
by dominance relation. The individuals which are not dominated by any other individuals in Rt form the first front
and those that are dominated only by those in the first front
form the second front and so on. This process is called nondominated sorting. After this, the new parent population
Pt+1 is filled by sorted individuals. The filling starts from
the first (best) front: the elitism. But the numbers of individuals that are allowed to fill Pt+1 from each front are
restricted by a predefined distribution (see Fig. 4). In [5], a
geometric distribution is used.
Under this scheme, various fronts always co-exist in Pt+1 .
The distribution of the size of each front is controlled by a
reduction rate r. r is the ratio of the size of the next front
over that of the previous front. The elitism in NSGA-II is
controlled by adjusting r.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The algorithms introduced in the previous section is compared experimentally. The comparison result was analyzed
in terms of diversity and convergence. As measures for
diversity and convergence, we used maximum spread[14]
and generational distance [13], respectively. The generational distance is a measure for average distance of nondominated set found by an algorithm and Pareto-optimal
set. The smaller generational distance value means the more
converged set. And the maximum spread is the length of
the diagonal of a hyperbox which surrounds the final nondominated set. Thus, the larger maximum spread value de-

Figure 4: The schematic diagram of NSGA-II.

notes the more diverse set. Therefore, the algorithm which
has small generational distance value and large maximum
spread value will be better.
We used two versions of DTLZ2 [6] function as our test
problem. We chose DTLZ2 because it is used in many experimental comparison studies of MOEA and is easy to increase or decrease the number of objectives. Its objective
space lies outside of the first quadrant of a unit hyperball
centered at 0. The objective functions are to be minimized,
so its Pareto-optimal front is tue surface of the hyperball
and the objective space shrinks towards the surface of the
hyperball from outside. Thus, the convergence characteristic of an algorithm is tested here and the algorithm with
small generational distance and maximum spread values is
good for this problem.
For the test of diversity characteristic of algorithms, we
modified DTLZ2 to have search space lie between the first
quadrant of two hyperballs centered at 0: one of radius 1
and the other of radius 2. The objective functions are to be
maximized this time, therefore, Pareto-optimal front is the
surface of the outer hyperball and the search space expands
towards the surface of outer hyperball from that of the inner
one. So the diversity characteristic is tested here and the
algorithm with small generational distance value and large
maximum spread value is good for this problem.
We used the simulated binary crossover [1] and the polynomial mutation [2] as genetic operators for both algorithm
due to the domain of the benchmark function is real-valued.
We tested both algorithm with various parameters of crossover
and mutation operator. For ²-MOEA, we used ² ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}
for all objectives. For controlled elitist NSGA-II, we used
r ∈ {0.1, 0.6, 0.9}. We used 0.6, since it is the recommended value in [5]. For both algorithm, we used the usual
value of crossover probability 0.9 and mutation probability 0.01. We used population size 100 for both algorithm.
For the same number of function evaluation, the generation
number was 1000 for controlled elitist NSGA-II and 100000
for ²-MOEA.
3.1. DTLZ2 Test Function
We compared two versions of ²-MOEA to NSGA-II. One
has an unlimted archive size, and the other has a limited
archive size. For it might be unfair to compare ²-MOEA
with infinite archive and NSGA-II with finite population
size. The archive of ²-MOEA grows over generation but the
first front of NSGA-II can not exceed the population size.
For fair comparison, we modified ²-MOEA to keep only
a limited number of archive members. After the archive
reaches the maximum size, newly found individual replaces
the nearest one in the archive.
The generation distance and maximum spread of the
first front (or archive) at final generation of the algorithms
of different parameter settings is shown in Fig. 5. When

² was set to 0.9, ²-MOEA could keep only one member at
the archive. Thus, we exclude that data from here and the
next subsection. The dashed line in each graph denotes the
maximum spread value of Pareto-optimal front.
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convergence of NSGA-II is improved as the r decreased.
This is becaues, with small r, the first front can take large
portion of population and the chance of solutions in more
crowded region may survive is increased.
For both ²-MOEAs, smaller ² value gives better results.
And as the number of objectives grows, the ²-MOEA with
finite archive size shows decreased performance than the
case of infinite archive size. But, it still shows better performance than NSGA-II. That is, although the size of archive
and population is similar, ²-MOEA shows better performance.
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(b) For 6-objectives.
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(b) For 6-objectives.


















(b) For 12-objectives.
Figure 5: The results for DTLZ2 test function.
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In Fig. 5, the controlled elitist NSGA-II shows large
spread and ²-MOEAs show better convergence. In controlled elitist NSGA-II, the diversity-preserving mechanism
works as the front size approaches its limit due to convergence. Because the crowding distance metric used in NSGAII favors the boundary solutions (the solutions which have
best value for only very few objectives), they are hardly removed from the population until a solution dominates it is
found and prevent other intermediate solutions in crowded
region from survive. Therefore, the first front hardly shrinks.
But, in DTLZ2 test function, the search space shrinks towards the surface of the unit hyperball. This is why the
NSGA-II shows poor convergence in this problem. The
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(c) For 12-objectives.
Figure 6: Example runs for DTLZ2 test function.
The sample runs of each algorithm are shown in Fig. 6.
When the number of objectives is small, all algorithms show
the similar results. But as the number of objectives grows,
NSGA-II starts to fail to converge toward optimal front. In

contrast, both ²-MOEAs shows acceptable convergence and
diversity even with increased number of objectives.
3.2. Modified DTLZ2 Test Function
In contrast to the previous problem, the search space in this
problem expands as it is close to the Pareto-optimal front.
Therefore, the ability to spread across search space as well
as to converge to optimal front is required. We modified
DTLZ2 to compare this ability of each algorithm. The modified ²-MOEA was not used here, because it has similar
trend to ²-MOEA. As in the previous test problem, generational distance and maximum spread values at the final
generation are shown in Fig. 7. The dashed line denotes the
optimal maximum spread value as before.

tives. And as the parameters ² and r change, both algorithms
shows similar trend as in the previous problem. The failure
of NSGA-II in spite of its diversity-preserving mechanism
is due to its slow convergence towards optimal front. As
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8, NSGA-II always shows slower
convergence than ²-MOEA. In this problem, the Pareto-optimal
front has the widest area. Therefore, the algorithm which is
not converged to the optimal front must have small maximum spread value. There is the chance that a algorithm
shows poor diversity in spite of its converge to optimal front.
But, Fig. 8 shows that the poor diversity of NSGA-II comes
from its poor convergence. We guess the diversity-preserving
mechanism slowed its convergence, but we need more analysis about this.
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(c) For 12-objectives.
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Figure 7: The results for modified DTLZ2 test function.

(c) For 12-objectives.

As can be seen in Fig. 7, ²-MOEA shows comparable diversity to NSGA-II, except for the case of 3 objec-

Figure 8: Example runs for DTLZ2 test function.

4. CONCLUSIONS
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We compared the ²-MOEA with controlled elitist NSGA-II
for various test functions under various parameter settings.
The experimental results shows that the ²-MOEA is comparable with NSGA-II in diversity. But, ²-MOEA guarantees a minimum distance between solutions in archive and
uniform distribution over the search space since the search
space is divided into grid of width ² and only one solution
per grid is kept. There is no such guarantee in NSGAII. And ²-MOEA showed much better convergence behavior. In addition, although not shown here, ²-MOEA needs
smaller computational time. Thus, it can be concluded that
²-MOEA is better from various point of views.
However, we can not always maintain infinite archive
for ²-MOEA for physical limitation. And when the archive
size is restricted, a decrease in convergence was found. It
would be worth to look for the finite archive updating policy
without sacrificing convergence much.
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